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Two new publications from Ian Henry (20 Park Drive, Romford, Essex RM1 4LH). 
Jeremy Paul ' s script for THE SECRET OF SHERLOCK HOLMES is in a nice paper−
back for £5.95, with an interesting introduction by the author. You get the 
full text of the play, with such stage directions as are necessary. These, 
incidentally, were provided by Ian Wilkes (who is Ian Henry) from his obser−
vations at various performances of the play; Paul ' s script as given to Brett 
& Hardwicke consists almost entirely of dialogue. It ' s fascinating to see at 
leisure how Paul has adapted and interwoven Canonical passages with his 
own tortuous imaginings. There are no illustrations − but one can ' t have 
everything. From the same publisher comes the long−awaited SHERLOCK HOLMES 
AND THE BRIGHTON PAVILION MYSTERY by Val Andrews (£9.95) . This long story, 
set in 1906, sees Watson acting as locum to a Brighton GP and making a rash 
wager that his old friend can still beat the official police to the solution 
of a baffling crime. A woman has vanished from a locked room, a body is 
found in a carriage at the Royal Pavilion; Holmes and Watson are on good 
form, and the whole is amiably presented. Mr Andrews has improved on his 
(enjoyable) first Holmes pastiche, SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE EMINENT THESPIAN. 
The dust jacket design neatly ties this novella in with Jeremy Paul ' s play. 

Despite the high production standards of these two books, they can ' t be 
described as beautiful. Charles Viney ' s SHERLOCK HOLMES IN LONDON really is 
beautiful, worthy to stand with the Kobayashis '  SHERLOCK HOLMES ' S LONDON 
and the O ' Mara edition of THE RETURN OF SHERLOCK HOLMES. Viney has extrac−
ted the major London references from the Canon and illustrated them with 
contemporary photographs, over 250 of them, taken between 1879 and 1914. Some 
are familiar (one was used for this Society ' s Christmas card a while back), 
but most were new to me, and all are beautifully printed in sepia. This is, I 
think, the best mechanical reproduction of photographs that I ' ve seen. SHER−
LOCK HOLMES ' S LONDON is really a photographic guide to the city as it is 
today; SHERLOCK HOLMES IN LONDON shows us the city as Holmes himself knew 
it. One of those lovely books that prove that a picture really can be worth 
1000 words, SHERLOCK HOLMES IN LONDON is published by Equation (Thorsons 
Publishing Group Ltd, Denington Estate, Wellingborough, Northants NN8 2RQ) at 
£14.95. 

Shirley Purves has sent a copy of THE STORY OF THE SEPULCHRE: THE CABELLS OF 
BUCKFASTLE1GH & THE CONAN DOYLE CONNECTION, an extremely interesting booklet 
by Susan Cabell Djabri, neatly relating the story of the Cabells and their 
part in the legend of the Baskervilles and separating fact, fiction and leg−
end. Recommended to all interested in the origins of HOUN, the booklet can 
be had from Ms Djabri (32 Ernle Road, Wimbledon Common, London SW20 0HJ) for 
£1.80 + 20p postage. Proceeds will go to restoring the Cabell family tomb at 
Buckfastleigh. 

Apologies to Charles Hall! His charming caricature figurines of Holmes (see 
DM 91) are available from him (12 Paisley Terrace, Edinburgh EH8) at £8.50 for 
the set of two. Even more of a bargain than I ' d thought. 

Kelvin Jones reminds me that besides his SHERLOCK HOLMES DICTIONARY (see 
DM91) he has two other new books. A STUDY IN VERSES, illustrated by the 
splendid work of Jeff Decker, costs £2.25 inclusive in the UK or $4.50 + $1 
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exchange charge to US customers. Orders to Kelvin at 18 Ross Street, Roches−
ter, Kent ME1 2DF. CONAN DOYLE & THE SPIRITS: THE SPIRITUALIST CAREER OF SIR 
ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE is published by Aquarian Press at £8.99, available from 
bookshops. 

The new WINTER ' S CRIMES (Macmillan, £11 .95) contains a witty pastiche by 
Colin Dexter (creator of Inspector Morse); "A Case of Mis−Identity" dazz−
lingly rewrites a Canonical tale with a similar title. Melvyn Harris is 
still on the trail of Dr Roslyn D ' Onston: his THE RIPPER FILE is published by 
W.H.Allen at £12.95. Paul Begg ' s JACK THE RIPPER: THE FACTS is out in a paper−
back edition from Robson Books at £6.95. 

Granada ' s THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES, with Brett & Hardwicke, is now on 
video from the usual outlets at £9. 99. Geoffrey Stavert tells me that SH 
playing cards are available exclusively from Christopher Foss Ltd (120 
Baker Street, London W1M 1LD − just along from the Sherlock Holmes Hotel) at 
£1.99 per pack or £3.85 set of 2 packs. 

221B no. 2 is available from mid−November at £3 inclusive in the UK (add 50p 
postage to Europe or £1 to US/Canada) from Miss Ann O ' Neill, SRN, 38 Stephens 
Firs, Mortimer, Reading, Berkshire RG7 3UY. Handsome production and contents 
covering many aspects of the Holmes phenomenon are promised. 

A list of Holmesiana for sale is available from Michael J. Connolly (Tir−
garve, Allistragh, Co. Armagh, Northern Ireland BT6l 8EZ) Interesting mat−
erial and what seem to be sensible prices. Geoff Bradley also has a new 
list out of crime & detective fiction (and some non−fiction) − plenty of meat 
here (G .H.Bradley, 9 Vicarage Hill, South Benfleet, Essex SS7 1PA) . And just 
published is issue 12 of Geoff ' s invaluable magazine CADS (Crime And Detec−
tive Fiction) , at £3.25 (UK) , £3.50 (Europe), $6 (US surface), $7 (US air), £3.50 
(other surface) or £4.50 (other air). 

Rupert Books (59 Stonefield, Bar Hill, Cambridge CB3 8TE) not only has a 
wonderfully mouthwatering catalogue out, but also the 1st issue of RUPERT 
BOOKS NEWS, a handsomely produced 4 page bulletin with fuller detail on 
some Holmesian material. From David Kirby (who is Rupert Books) we learn 
that the first cassette containing 2 of Clive Brooks '  Holmes pastiches is 
now out, and that a book containing 12 of the pastiches is in preparation. 

Geoff Bradley has drawn my attention to THE MISADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK 
HOLMES (Xanadu, £3.99) − not the rare Ellery Queen collection − this one is 
edited by Sebastian Wolfe, and contains parody and pastiche from H.R.F. 
Keating, Philip Jose Farmer, Gerald Heard & John Lennon among others, 

Karin Allen (7 Tudor Court, Fareham, Hants P014 1EX.) asks if anyone can help 
track down a copy of A SHERLOCK HOLMES ALMANAC by Svend Petersen (1956 − 
privately printed in Washington, DC) . 

Thanks, by the way, to those who took notice of the recent rise in postage 
rates and sent me penny stamps to make up the difference. And sincere apo−
logies to those who have written to me and haven ' t received a personal 
reply − put it down to pressure of work! (Please!) 

Sheila Redfern (12 Groby Road, Glenfield, Leicester LE3 8GJ) is keen to get 
together with fellow Holmesians in the East Midlands. Have we the makings 
here of a group to rival the Northern Musgraves and the Franco−Midland 
Hardware Company? If you ' re interested, write directly to Sheila. 

 


